An ancient Greek tragedy by Euripedes, the play follows the trajectory of a woman, who kills both
their children to avenge herself on her husband who has left her for another woman.

In a small town of Rajasthan, Arain, a woman arrived to watch Medea while henna dried in
her hair, under a scarf. She stayed for the entire performance and then clung to Anuradha
Marwaha, director of the play, and cried. “But, why did Medea kill the children?” she asked,
and added the answer, “Because she wanted to end the bloodline of her husband, Jason.”
After another show, a man announced to the packed gathering: “The fault must be Medea’s.
No husband would leave his wife for no reason.” An angry woman rose to confront him with
a monologue that began with “Thank you ji. It is always the fault of the ladies.”

Marwah’s script increases the protagonit’s emotional complexity by highlighting her love for her
children.

Through its run of 15 performances in 2019, at venues spanning Studio 81 in Vasant Kunj
and Gargi College for Women in Delhi to Nithari Basti in Uttar Pradesh and the Shaktishalini
Shelter Home for Women in Ajmer, Medea has cracked through gender beliefs of audiences.
An ancient Greek tragedy by Euripedes, the play follows the trajectory of a woman, who kills
both their children to avenge herself on her husband who has left her for another woman. “To
me, Medea has always seemed vey political. When a system does something wrong by a
certain people, and you push them and push them until you leave them with no option, then
something gives. I feel that women are, time and again, pushed into impossible situations,”
says Marwah, a Delhi-based academic who made her debut as a theatre director with Medea.
The play is the first under the banner of Samtal: Theatre for Everyone of Delhi-based Pandies
Theatre.

Through its run of 15 performances in 2019, at venues spanning Studio 81 in Vasant Kunj and
Gargi College for Women in Delhi to Nithari Basti in Uttar Pradesh and the Shaktishalini Shelter
Home for Women in Ajmer, Medea has cracked through gender beliefs of audiences.

“I have written on theatre but shied away from directing because it involves a lot of
interaction with people. With Medea, I fell in love with the play. Medea is claiming the right
that wasn’t there for women – the right for life and death. She is asserting eher right, these are
mine, in a society here nothing belongs to her,” says Marwah, who collaborated on stagecraft
with Michelle Hensley and Kira Obolensky, founder and playwright, respectively, of Ten
Thousand Things Theatre from the US.
To prepare her lead actor, Marwah handed a copy of Toni Morrison’s Beloved, about a
woman who kills her daughter to prevent her from being taken as a slave. Marwah’s script
increases the protagonist’s emotional complexity by highlighting her love for her children.
The play is performed in the round by seven actors, their dialogues and actions accompanied
by live music and dance.

To prepare her lead actor, Marwah handed a copy of Toni Morrison’s Beloved, about a woman
who kils her daughter to prevent her from being taken as a slave.

“Medea was written more than 2,000 years ago. We believe that such plays that have endured
for centuries have the potential to delight, instruct and humanise. They are civilizational
wealth that should be shared and disseminated. With, Samtal, we plan to take classical theatre
out of auditoriums and elite intellectual spaces directly to the people,” says Marwah.

‘Medea’ in the round

Reaching out: Director Anuradha Marwah Special Arrangement

Theatre director Anuradha Marwah on taking classical works
to spaces that are accessible to general public

The stage is ready, instead of a set it is packed with chairs for the
audience, while the house lights are on. The performers are neither in the
wings nor on stage. In their simple Greek costumes, they break into
dialogue from among the audience in the hall as they begin their
performance. In Pandies’ Theatre group’s adaptation of the Greek classic,
“Medea”, theatre director Anuradha Marwah explores a democratic
performance dynamic that brings actors and audience on the same level,
setting aside the idea of the stage.
Performed in the round, the concept attempts to bring classical drama into
everyday arena by merging spaces and challenging conventional theatre
strategies. The production has been featured in diverse settings across
Delhi, ranging from intimate performance venues like the basement theatre
at India Habitat Centre and Studio Safdar to colleges and women’s shelter
homes.

Levelling the stage
“This is the concept of Samtal,” she explains. “Mostly, classical works are
performed on the proscenium stage, in ways that are inaccessible to the
general public. With Samtal, we take nuanced and profound themes to
everybody, focusing on the human element that often gets overlooked
when the productions are extremely intellectualised.” The term ‘samtal’
literally means a level field. Seeking to bring world theatre classics to new
audiences, the concept also involves opportunities for discussions between
the audience, cast and crew of the production.
Marwah reflects on the evolution of the idea that inspired her to direct the
play, “I was inspired by the work of theatre group Ten Thousand Things’
and dreamed-up of ‘Samtal’ while in Minneapolis on a Fulbright-Nehru
Academic and Professional Excellence (FNAPE) Fellowship in 2017. It’s
a door that opened up a whole new area of creativity for me. I am
essentially a writer, and never actually thought of myself as a director.
When I started to think of Samtal, it was something very new for me and I
was like a child wanting to explore new things.” The community theatre
work of Ten Thousand Things involved taking iconic plays to nontraditional venues. Performing in the round, with all the lights on, attracted

her because the audience would also become a part of the performance in
this way.
Finally, in 2019, Michelle Hensley, founder of Ten Thousand Things
along with playwright Kira Obolensky, came to Delhi and trained the
creative team of Samtal for performance in the round.

Adapting ‘Medea’

A scene from “Medea”

“Finding the play that would begin this programme was really
challenging,” recalls Marwah. “The script is very strong and I was
apprehensive whether a radical work like Medea would work in the kind
of rendering we were planning.” When she presented the first draft of the
adaptation to her performers at the reading, they found it challenging and
amusing. “It seemed too grandiose to be performed in the round. I realised
it had to be much more conversational and spent another month reworking
the script!”
Though the play is distant in time and space, Marwah was confident that it
would resonate with contemporary contexts and spark discussion and
debate with the audience. “We premièred the play in Shakti Shalini shelter

home for women in Nithari Basti. The audience had absolutely no
familiarity with Greek drama yet they responded and wanted to talk.” The
power of the play lies in bringing out the audience from the space of
passive spectatorship into an active dialogue about their own lives. “In
educational institutions, or studio spaces, it was intense, people wanted to
talk about their lives – relationships, sexuality. Topics that are
conventionally taboo could be broached because we are looking at them
through the play, it was somebody else’s story, so it becomes easy to voice
opinions.”

Democratic forum
The shows extended much beyond the performance with deeper
conversations with each group. While the text and theme of Medea opened
up insights into the audience’s own lives, the discussions delved into
different points of view. In the shelter home, for instance, women opened
up about their own experiences of abuse and abandonment. Urban
audience in studio settings were enamoured with the dynamic aesthetics of
performance in the round, while students expressed curiosity about politics
and directorial choices.
For Marwah, exploring theatre as a levelled and democratic space stems
from her own beliefs and feminist politics. “The beauty of performing in
the round with classical texts is that a wide range of audience respond to it,
cutting across class and socio-economic divide.” As the production gains
momentum, there are more performances coming up in other cities, towns
and villages. The theatre group is busy bracing up for unexpected
questions from the audience, more intense dialogues to draw them in and
their own conversation with a classic from the past.
Source: https://www.thehindu.com/entertainment/theatre/medea-in-theround/article30461626.ece

Pandies’ Theatre performs at S.M.A.,
Ajmer

Dr. Anuradha Marwah (an alumnus of the 1979 Batch) along with her theatre group visited S.M.A., Ajmer
on 30th September 2019. The actors performed a Greek tragedy written by Euripedes under ‘Project
Samtal’. The play ‘Medea’ portrayed the position of women, dalits and other minorities. With a strong
message for the upliftment of women, the play left an indelible mark on the minds of the students of the
senior classes. The play lasting 55 minutes was followed by a short interaction session with the Director
(Dr. Marwah) and the actors who answered questions raised by the students. The Principal, Sr. Sheena
expressed gratitude and extended good wishes by presenting a small token in the form of a green plant and
a memento to Dr. Marwah and hand crafted cards (created by the students) to the actors. The welcome
address was read out by Ms. Elvira Fernandez and the vote of thanks was given by Jhanvi Verma of XI
Arts.
It was a wonderful opportunity for the students to witness high quality theatre in Hindustani at their very
door step.

